Video analysis of anticipatory movements performed by surgeons during laparoscopic procedures.
This video-aided observational study was conducted to examine team cooperation among surgeons in a surgical team built up with different time lengths. We predicted that the surgeons in a team that has longer teamwork experience would perform more anticipatory movements than surgeons in a surgical team that is newly formed. Laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication cases were videotaped with both surgical view and the OR view. An anticipatory movement was identified when a surgeon manually provided direct assistance for an upcoming task without a request by other surgeons in the team. A total of 28 cases of laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication were videotaped and analyzed. Fifteen operations were performed by surgeons collaborating as a team for 10 weeks, in contrast to 13 operations performed by surgeons paired up for less than 5 weeks. Significantly more anticipatory movements were performed by the surgeons in the dedicated team (22 counts) than by those in the developing team (19 counts, p = 0.029). However, the OR time was not significantly different (dedicated team = 111 min, developing team = 115 min, p = 0.611) between the two teams which suggests that other types of coordination would also influence surgical teamwork. Working in a team allows surgeons to develop sophisticated cognition to anticipate an upcoming task and provide assistance without verbal communication. The greater number of anticipatory movements observed in the dedicated surgical team suggests that anticipatory movement can be a valuable measure for team cooperation. Further research with a larger number of cases is needed to see whether performance of more anticipatory movements does shorten OR time.